Spooky Scary Skeletons
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Spookily

Spooky scary

Spookily

Spooky scary

Spookily

Spookily

Skele-ttons send shivers down your spine shriek-ing skulls will

Skele-ttons send shivers down your spine shriek-ing skulls will

Skele-ttons shi-down spine shriek-skulls

Skele-ttons shi-down spine shriek-skulls
shock your soul
seal your doom to-night

Spoo-ky sca-ry ske-le-tons

S.

T.

shock soul
seal doom to-night

Spoo-sca Ske-tons

S.

T.

speak with such a screech
you'll shake and shudder in sur-prise when you

speak such screech
shake shu-
in prise

S.

T.
hear these zombies shriek
We're so sorry skeletons you're

seal zombies shriek
We're so sorry skeletons you're

so misunderstood you only want to socialise...

so misunderstood you only want to socialise... but I don't think we
'cos spooky scary skeletons shout startling shrilly
should spook-sca-skeletons start shrilly
screams They'll sneak from their sarcophagus and just won't leave you
screams sneak their cogus just won't leave you
With the qualities of a xylophone made out of bones
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Spirits supernatural are shy, what's all the fuss? The
na - tur - al are shy, what's all the fuss? The
na - shy, all
S.

smile and scra-ble slow-ly by and drive you so in-sane!

T.

smile and scra-ble slow-ly by and drive you so in-sane!

smile scra-slow-by drive you so in-sane!

sticks and stones will

break my bones, they sel-dom let you snooze

Spoo-ky sca-ry

break my bones, they sel-dom let you snooze

break bones, sel-let snooze

Spoo-sca-
With the energy of one billion skeletons

skeletons will wake you with a BOO!

skeletons will wake you with a BOO!

skeletons wake you with a BOO!
There is a skeleton inside you.